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Stokes visibilities



  

 

Qψ=Q cos 2 ψ+U sin 2 ψ

U ψ=−Q sin 2ψ+U cos 2ψψ=ψ(t)ψ=ψ(t)



  

D in the Linear Basis   V= DPVtrue:



  

D in the Linear Basis   V= DPVtrue:



  

D in the Linear Basis   V= DPVtrue:

Complex offset in the cross-hands constant in time

In all correlations a d-scaled time-dependent source linear polarization 



  



  

...as usual setjy  and bandpass

gaincal phase and amplitude (calmode T = one solution for both pol) 
for all the calibrators

and fluxscale to bootstrap fluxes from that of Ceres

Results on the bandpass and phase calibrators:  

3c279       J1310+3220 
 

 

Parallel hands calibration



  

Using the same calibration on the pol calibrator

gaincal phase and amplitude (calmode T = one solution for both pol) 

we would get:  

           J1337-1257 
 

 

Parallel hands calibration

The polarization is clearly 
visible in the corrected 
data.



  

We determine gains for the polarization calibrator J1337-1257

gaincal (applying the bandpass on the fly) ==>  gain table G1 

Important parameters:  

smodel = [1,0,0,0]
calmode = ap
gaintype = G

This are actually all default parameters in gaincal, but it is worth mentioning

 smodel assumes that the field is unpolarized, so the gains obtained 
will keep the polarization information

 the gains are solved contemporaneously for phase and amplitude 

 gaintype = G  the gains are determined for each polarization 
               



  

Gaintable G1 

Because of 
smodel =[1,0,0,0] & gaintype=G

the  linear polarization-dependent 
solve makes gain “absorbe”
Polarization. The gain ratio
shows the sinusoidal variation 
(in parallactic angle)
clear sign of polarization 
in the gains 

If we would apply this gaintable,
since a solution for each 
polarization has been found 

the difference between the two 
polarization would get corrected for.



  

The gains contain the polarization information, 
we extract it using the 
qufromgain script included in the almapolhelpers.py

We get the J1337-1257 polarization in each spw out of the gains.
mean values : Q= 0.0127 U=0.0359 P=0.038 X=35.24
   



  

The cross-hand delay

The cross-hands  
for the strongly polarized 3c279
show a phase slope with 
frequency

  
lower S/N for our polarization 
calibrator J1337-1257
but slope still visible



  

The cross-hand delay

To solve for it we need  to identify a scan where the source's cross-hand 
contribution is a maximum, since this will minimize the effect of 
instrumental polarization.

                                                              The cross-hand polarization terms 
    are the derivative wrt  (and time) 
    of the parallel hand.
    So the cross-hand polarisation is 
    maximum at the same time that 
    the slope of the source pol 

           contribution to the parallel hands  
    is the largest.

The upward and downward slopes
correspond to scan 48 and 93 

we use the scan 48



  

The cross-hand delay

smodel = [1,0,1,0]
gaintype='KCROSS'
scan='48'

The model this time assumes a non-zero source polarization 
signature in the cross-hands. So when calculating the gains in the 
ratio between data and model the model will be 1 for U.

 It is not relevant the value of the polarization stokes parameters
since here we are just solving for the delay  



  

The cross-hand delay correction

B, G1 B, G1, Kcrs



  

XY-phase and QU

An artifact of gain calibration refant

We don't measure absolute G and B 
We fix to zero in both polarizations the phases of a reference antenna. 
Differences among antennas in each polarization are preserved 
---> no effect on parallel-hand calibration

But the refant's cross-hand bandpass phase remains 
undetected and uncorrected.

 

We need to correct for it in order to be able to combine the cross 
and parallel hands to extract the correct Stokes. 

X r
=
eiϱ 0
0 1



  

Averaged all baselines and all 
channels (we applied Kcr so the 
channel average is coherent)

The XY and YX have the same slope 
with opposite signs  because they 
are complex conjugate of each 
other.



  



  

X-Y phase and QU

We need to estimate XY-phase offset and source polarization from 
the cross-hands

gaintype='XYf+QU'  it averages all baselines together and first 
solves for a channelized XY-phase (XYf), then corrects the slope 
and solves for a channel-averaged source polarization (QU)
Preavg=300 This limits averaging in the solution interval within the 
scan. The parallactic angle changes from scan to scan are important 
for the solution.
The output table contains the values of Q,U and X-Y phase.
A degeneracy may still be present in solving for the XY angle
(X-Y phase, Q,U) --> (XY phase + Q, U)

smodel=[1,0,1,0]
gaintype='XYf+QU'
caltable='XY0amb'
preavg=300



  

X-Y phase and QU (resolving ambiguity)

To remove the ambiguity we use the xyamb module of the almapolhelpers.py

For each spw, it compares the Q and U signs obtained from the gaincal
to those previously extracted from the gains
and 
converts the angle if necessary

the Stokes parameters obtained are stored in the S_july variable



  

X-Y Phases in each spw 
before after

X-Y phase and QU (resolving ambiguity)



  

The X-Y phase and QU correction

B, G1,Kcrs B, G1, Kcrs, XY0



  

The X-Y phase and QU correction

B, G1,Kcrs      B, G1, Kcrs, XY0



  

Revise gains for the polarization calibrator

We now revise the gain calibration using the full polarization source 
model derived so far. 

smodel=S
gaintype=default=G

parang=T

We actually don't use any of the cross-hand cal tables but 
 
smodel=S
 we use the model obtained before, including the actual polarization 
of the source

parang=T 
in this way the supplied source linear polarization is properly rotated 
in the parallel-hand visibility model



  

Revise gains for the polarization calibrator

The gains now do not contain the polarization anymore.
If we use qufromgain on this table we get:
 

And the sinusoidal 
distortion due to 
the polarization is 
gone! 



  

Solving for the Leakage terms

We use the task polcal to estimate the D-terms 

smodel=S again, the model to be used in the gain calculation is the 
one we got before, including polarization

poltype=Dflls frequency dependent solver

Refant=' ' No reference antenna is really important here.
Assuming a refant would mean assume its X feed perfect, so by 
referring all instrumental polarization to it, we would in fact discard 
valid information about the imperfections in the refant feed.  

smodel=S
poltype=Dflls
refant=''
preavg=300



  

Solving for the Leakage terms



  

Before applying the leakage terms
Need to relabeling to enforce full matrix correction

Applying all: B, G2polcal, Kcrs, XY0, Df0gen  
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